Patient-reported problems filling buprenorphine prescriptions and motivations for illicit use
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**A B S T R A C T**

**Background:** While barriers to accessing buprenorphine (BUP) therapy have been well described, little is known about pharmacy-related barriers. The objective of this study was to estimate the prevalence of patient-reported problems filling BUP prescriptions and determine whether these problems were associated with illicit use of BUP. The secondary objectives included identifying motivations for illicit BUP use and the prevalence of naloxone acquisition among patients prescribed BUP.

**Methods:** Between July 2019 and March 2020, 139 participants receiving treatment for an opioid use disorder (OUD) at two sites within a rurally-located health system, completed an anonymous 33-item survey. A multivariable model was used to assess the association between pharmacy-related problems filling BUP prescriptions and illicit substance use.

**Results:** More than a third of participants reported having problems filling their BUP prescription (34.1%, n = 47) with the most commonly reported problems being insufficient pharmacy stock of BUP (37.8%, n = 17), pharmacist refusal to dispense BUP (37.8%, n = 17), and insurance problems (34.0%, n = 16). Of those who reported illicit BUP use (41.5%, n = 56), the most common motivations were to avoid/ease withdrawal symptoms (n = 39), prevent/reduce cravings (n = 39), maintain abstinence (n = 30), and treat pain (n = 19). In the multivariable model, participants who reported a pharmacy-related problems were significantly more likely to use illicitly obtained BUP (OR=8.93, 95% CI: 3.12, 25.52, p < 0.0001).

**Conclusion:** Efforts to improve BUP access have primarily focused on increasing the number of clinicians waivered to prescribe; however, challenges persist with BUP dispensing and coordinated efforts may be needed to systematically reduce pharmacy-related barriers.

1. Introduction

Buprenorphine (BUP) is an effective medication for opioid use disorder (MOUD) and it is the most commonly prescribed MOUD in the United States (U.S.) (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2022). While BUP access has increased in recent years (Olson et al., 2020), treatment barriers persist. These barriers include the requirement of an X-waivered practitioner, limited treatment availability in rural communities, inadequate reimbursement from private and public insurers, and provider stigma (Haffajee et al., 2018; Andrilla et al., 2017; Cooper et al., 2020; Leece et al., 2019). In rural areas, these barriers are more apparent and are confounded by low health literacy, lack of rural providers, and lack of transportation (Cooper et al., 2020; Andrilla et al., 2017). While provider- and individual-level barriers to BUP access have been described (Walley et al., 2008; Roman et al., 2011), little is known about patient-reported pharmacy barriers to receiving BUP prescriptions.

Pharmacies play an important role in dispensing BUP prescriptions to treat opioid use disorder (OUD) and providing naloxone to prevent overdose deaths. In the U.S., approximately 90% of individuals live within 5 miles of a community pharmacy (National Association of Chain Drug Stores, 2021). Although geographical accessibility of pharmacies should...
improve access to prescription medications, pharmacists may choose not to stock BUP and/or engage in other practices that deter patients from filling BUP prescriptions at their pharmacy. The majority of the evidence on pharmacy-related barriers to BUP and naloxone access are anecdotal reports from community pharmacists. Commonly reported pharmacy barriers to BUP access include refusal to accept new BUP patients, refusal to fill legitimate BUP prescriptions, and insurance delays (e.g., prior authorizations, too soon to refill) (Cooper et al., 2020; Chaar et al., 2013; Thornton et al., 2017; Kazerooni et al., 2020). Patients receiving BUP may also encounter barriers accessing naloxone. The classification of naloxone as a prescription, rather than over-the-counter (OTC), medication and the variability in state-level naloxone access laws and their implementation contribute to patients’ inability to access naloxone from pharmacies (Evoy et al., 2021). Pharmacists have also described lack of training, time constraints, cost for patients, and inadequate reimbursement as barriers to dispensing naloxone (Rudolph et al., 2018; Bakhireva et al., 2017; Spivey et al., 2020; Martino et al., 2020). Inadequate stocking and requirement of patient identification are pharmacy barriers to accessing BUP and naloxone (Pollini et al., 2022; Thornton et al., 2017). The existing research on pharmacy barriers to MOUD and naloxone are mostly from the provider perspective and less is known about patient-reported barriers.

West Virginia (WV), like many states across the U.S., has implemented legislation making it easier for individuals to obtain naloxone and individuals can receive it directly from pharmacies without a prescription (via standing orders and other regulatory mechanisms). However, rates of naloxone dispensing are lowest in rural counties and only 20.4% of community pharmacists surveyed in WV felt comfortable dispensing naloxone without a prescription (Thornton et al., 2017; Guy et al., 2019). Federal initiatives, such as the Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act (CARA), the Substance Use Disorder Prevention that Promotes Opioid Recovery and Treatment for Patients and Communities (SUPPORT) Act, and the 2021 Buprenorphine Practice Guidelines (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2021), have increased the number of BUP prescribers (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2022; Andrilla and Patterson, 2022). These efforts should translate to increased BUP prescriptions. However, it is unclear whether pharmacies are willing or able to accommodate the increased volume of BUP prescriptions.

Pharmacists who are hesitant to fill BUP prescriptions are often concerned about diversion or misuse (Cooper et al., 2020), and it is unclear whether this reflects anticipated or realized concerns. It is particularly important to understand that the inability to access BUP treatment was determined to be the strongest predictor of diverted BUP use (Lofwall and Havens, 2012). Research suggests that the motivations for using illicit BUP vary widely and mainly include pain management and self-treatment of addiction, especially in the event of insufficient supplies of illicit opioids or prescribed BUP. (Lofwall and Walsh, 2014; Schuman-Olivier et al., 2010; Cicero et al., 2018; Moratti et al., 2010; Silverstein et al., 2020; Tofghi et al., 2019). This study will be the first to examine patient-reported barriers to filling BUP prescriptions and to determine whether such problems are associated with illicit BUP use. In addition to examining BUP access, this study will examine access to and patients’ perspectives on how to improve access to addiction services.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Patients receiving outpatient BUP treatment or inpatient residential treatment for an OUD from a rural-located health system, between July 2019 and March 2020, were approached about study participation. Patients were eligible to complete an anonymous 33-item survey if they had received at least 3 BUP prescriptions in the past 12 months. A study team member approached patients waiting for group therapy to determine interest in completing the survey and data was not captured on patients who declined to participate. The survey was briefly explained to the patients; they were informed that their survey responses were confidential and would not be shared with the clinical staff, and participation was voluntary.

2.2. Measures

The survey instrument consisted of 33-items and took approximately 5 to 15 min to complete. As there is no established instrument on pharmacy-related problems encountered when filling a BUP prescription, several questions were developed for this study. Demographic characteristics included age, state of residence, gender, and type of insurance (public, private, uninsured). The survey assessed frequency and duration of BUP prescription, and type of BUP product dispensed. Differences in the duration of BUP prescriptions reflect the outpatient BUP programs phased approach whereby the frequency of treatment sessions progressively declines as patients build consecutive days of abstinence and increased levels of functioning (Winstanley et al. 2020). Participants were asked to indicate which pharmacies they filled most of their prescriptions at, which pharmacies they filled their BUP prescriptions at, and at which pharmacies they had tried but were unable to fill their BUP prescriptions. Options included six national chain pharmacies, five local independent pharmacies, and health-system associated pharmacies.

Participants were asked if they had ever had any problems filling their BUP prescriptions. Those who responded ‘yes’ were asked to specify what problem(s) they have had (insufficient pharmacy stock, insurance issues, pharmacy refusal, and other) and how frequently those problems had occurred over the last 12 months (Never, 1–2, 3–4, 5–6, 7–8, 9–11, 12 or more, or every time). Participants were asked if they had ever had to go without their prescribed BUP because they could not get their prescriptions filled at a pharmacy. Those who responded ‘yes’ were asked to report the number of times it had occurred over the past 12 months and number of days they usually had to go without prescribed BUP because of a pharmacy-related issue. Participants were asked to report if they had to wait more than 24 h for their prescription to be filled and the reason(s) for any delays. Participants were then asked to report if they always filled the entire quantity of their BUP prescription and reason(s) they were not able to do so.

The questions regarding past year illicit BUP use were based on published studies and captured any prior BUP experience (“Did you use buprenorphine before ever using a pain pill?”), use of illicit BUP (“In the past 12 months, have you taken buprenorphine that was not prescribed to you?”), and extent of exposure to illicit BUP (“In the past 12 months, how many times have you gotten buprenorphine off the streets or from someone you know?”) (Monico et al., 2015). The information collected on illicit BUP use included specific product name and route of administration with modifications to include cost per dose and drug source (Monico et al., 2015; Cicero et al., 2011; Kenney et al., 2017). Reasons for illicit BUP use were evaluated by combining motivations from several previous studies. Eleven of the 19 included motivations were from a survey on prescribed and non-prescribed BUP use, sources and reasons for diverted BUP use, routes of administration, and treatment barriers (Cicero et al., 2018). Two items were adapted from the Buprenorphine Beliefs and Behaviors Questionnaire (BBBQ) (Schuman-Olivier et al., 2010). Given Lofwall and colleagues (2012) research suggesting that patients may try illicit BUP before engaging in formal therapy, we added two new response options, including “I did not know where or how to get treatment” and “I was not able to get treatment due to lack of transportation, childcare, or insurance”. An additional motivation was included to determine if patients used illicit BUP to “try the medication before starting treatment of their own” (Monico et al., 2015). The remaining three motivations included pharmacy-related barriers which had been discussed by research and clinical staff (pharmacist refusal, prescription cost, and had a prescription but ran out of medication early).

Participants were also queried regarding any prior naloxone access and how it was obtained (with or without a prescription or from a com-
munity/health program). Pharmacy satisfaction was assessed by asking participants to report their perception of the pharmacy team’s actions and attitudes while filling their BUP prescription. Participants were also asked their preference about alternate therapy delivery methods, including receiving BUP at their treatment facility, starting BUP under the supervision of a pharmacist, and online/mail-order BUP treatment. The survey concluded with three open-ended questions to assess other problems accessing addiction services and recommendations to improve BUP access, reduce overdose deaths, and to support recovery.

2.3. Analysis

Frequencies and means were used to describe the sample characteristics, pharmacy related problems, and motivations for illicit BUP use. To determine whether illicit BUP use was associated with pharmacy-related barriers, a multivariable logistic regression model was used. The model controlled for age, sex, the frequency of BUP prescription, number of years taking BUP and whether they reported using other prescription medications without a prescription in the previous 30 days. Open-ended responses were categorized based on common themes agreed upon by the study team. The study was approved by the WVU Institutional Review Board.

3. Results

3.1. Demographic characteristics and buprenorphine prescriptions

A total of 139 participants completed the study. The mean subject age was 37.8 years (SD = 9.50). More than half (56.4%) were female and the vast majority (97.1%) resided in WV. The majority had public insurance (78.8%), 15.9% had private insurance and 5.3% of participants were uninsured. Prescribed frequency varied with 33.8% receiving a prescription monthly, 20.1% receiving a prescription bi-weekly, 42.4% receiving a prescription weekly, and 3.6% receiving a prescription more than once a week. The duration of enrollment in BUP therapy among participants ranged from 10 days to 13 years; the mean length of BUP therapy was 3.1 years (SD = 3.1).

3.2. Access to buprenorphine and naloxone

Participants reported having filled their BUP prescription at a health system outpatient pharmacy (35.8%), national chain pharmacy (35.8%), and local independent pharmacy (8.8%); 19.7% reported using more than one type of pharmacy. Only 16% of participants filled their BUP prescription at a different pharmacy from where they filled most of their other prescriptions. Most participants indicated BUP dispensing at the same pharmacy every time (84.0%). Few participants (6.5%, n = 9) felt their pharmacy did not treat them in a similar fashion as other patients or that the pharmacy staff appeared hesitant to dispense their BUP prescription (4.3%, n = 6). Nearly half (46.3%) of participants reported no prior receipt or attempts to access a prescription for naloxone. Only six participants were unable to obtain naloxone after trying to get it. Among the 48 participants who reported obtaining naloxone from a pharmacy, only 1 did so without a prescription despite state-mandated naloxone dispensing for any patients prescribed opioids.

3.3. Pharmacy related barriers

More than a third of the participants reported having problems filling their BUP prescription (34.1%, n = 47). Among these participants, commonly reported BUP dispensing issues included insufficient or unavailable pharmacy stock of BUP (36.2%, n = 17), pharmacist refusal to dispense BUP (36.2%, n = 17), and insurance-related obstacles (e.g., prior authorization requirements, need for patient reenrollment; 34.0%, n = 16). One participant reported that “we live in a small town and the [pharmacy name] does not carry Suboxone® in stock”. Among participants reporting BUP dispensing issues, more than half (57.8%, n = 26) reported facing such issues about 1–2 times in the past 12 months. Twenty-seven participants (19.7%) reported having to go without BUP due to a pharmacy-related barrier and, on average, they went 5.0 days (SD = 5.1) without their prescribed BUP. Nearly one-fourth of the participants (26.6%, n = 37) reported not being able to receive their BUP within 24 h of prescription drop-off at the pharmacy at least once in the past year. Most participants (83.2%) received the entire quantity of their BUP prescriptions regularly. Several participants reported difficulty obtaining the entire prescribed quantity of BUP, with one participant describing that it was due to “lack of money for the whole thing or because pharmacy only had so many”. Two participants reported not filling their prescription in their hometown. One participant who had their BUP prescription refused by the pharmacist reported that their pharmacy “only filled RX for certain doctors”.

3.4. Illicit buprenorphine use and motivations

A minority of participants (11.9%, n = 16) reported having used BUP before having ever used opioid analgesics or heroin. Less than half (41.5%, n = 56) of participants indicated that they had used illicit BUP in the past 12 months. The number of times that patients had used illicit BUP ranged from 1 to 1000 times in the past 12 months (mode=8.5), with 39.4% of those endorsing illicit BUP reporting use within the last 30 days. Suboxone films were the most commonly utilized form of illicit BUP and the most commonly reported route of administration was sublingual (55.9%, n = 21). Illicit BUP was most commonly bought from another person (75%, n = 42) as opposed to obtained for free (25.0%, n = 14). Among those who reported illicit BUP use, the most common motivations were to quell withdrawal symptoms (76.5%, n = 39), cravings (76.5%, n = 39), maintain abstinence from other illicit opioids (58.8%, n = 30), and/or treat pain symptoms (37.3%, n = 19). Motivations for illicit BUP use are summarized in Fig. 1.

3.5. Open-ended responses

Twenty-nine participants reported other challenges to accessing addiction services they encountered in the past year. The challenges faced by participants included experiencing stigma (n = 6), lack of transportation (n = 4), pharmacy-related problems (n = 4), difficulty finding treatment (n = 3), long wait times (n = 3) and other problems (e.g., needing treatment for co-occurring disorders). One participant who experienced stigma reported that “[pharmacy name] refused to fill the prescription (threw it back at me with a dirty look)”.

Other participants described their experience of stigma as “I was always treated like less than human”, “nobodys want to help us addicts”, and “doctors not caring about their patients”. Sixty-eight participants provided suggestions for improving BUP access, including the need for more addiction treatment facilities/programs (n = 40). Other recommendations for improving BUP treatment included ease and convenience of treatment (e.g., ease to get an appointment, fewer transportation challenges) (n = 12), decreasing out-of-pocket costs of treatment (n = 10), providing patient and community education on BUP treatment (n = 9), avoiding rigid clinical protocols (n = 4), reducing stigma (n = 2), and other suggestions (n = 4). One participant suggested “make treatment available online or at the pharmacy” and another recommended “ vending machines”. Nearly identical themes emerged in response to what could be done in the state to reduce overdose deaths and help people achieve recovery (78 participants responded to this question). The majority of participants restated the need to expand treatment programs (n = 39) and other themes emerged including the need to increase access to naloxone (n = 6) and the need for harm reduction services (n = 2). For example, one participant stated “faster entry into treatment (less wait time)” and another noted the need for “better monitoring of patients and medication; better monitoring of dose given and taken”.
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3.6. Multivariable model results

Participants reporting problems filling their BUP prescription in the past year were significantly more likely to report illicit BUP use in the past year (OR=8.93, 95% CI: 3.12, 25.52, p < 0.0001). Similarly, participants who reported using other medications without a prescription in the past month were more likely to report illicit BUP use in the past year (OR=6.46, 95% CI: 2.14, 19.56, p < 0.001).

4. Discussion

While many communities or treatment programs have anecdotally reported that their patients have problems filling their BUP prescriptions, the extent and details of these problems has been unknown. This study found that a third of participants encountered problems at the pharmacy, sometimes due to their insurance, when filling their BUP prescriptions in the past year. This study found that participants who reported pharmacy-related barriers to BUP dispensing were 8.9 times more likely to report past year illicit BUP use. This finding is consistent with prior literature reporting an association between BUP diversion and barriers to treatment access (Fox et al., 2015; Bazazi et al., 2011; Tofghii et al., 2019). Individuals reporting the illicit use of BUP often prefer to use legally prescribed BUP and decreased illicit BUP use when being prescribed BUP by a provider (Cicerò et al., 2018; Schuman-Olivier et al., 2010). Paradoxically, regulations to prevent BUP diversion and misuse may decrease access to treatment and hence inadvertently cause some individuals to seek BUP from alternative sources.

Pharmacist refusal to fill BUP prescriptions has been documented previously, with some pharmacists expressing fear of legal repercussions and negative attitudes toward BUP (Cooper et al., 2020; Textor et al., 2022; Muzyk et al., 2019). If pharmacists have concerns about the validity of a BUP prescription, they may not fill it out of fears that the questionable prescription could trigger a DEA investigation that could result in a loss of their license and/or limit their ability to obtain controlled substances (Cooper et al., 2020; Textor et al., 2022). It is unclear whether the veracity of the prescription is questionable due to how the patient presents in the pharmacy or due to the prescriber. In response to efforts to monitor and regulate the distribution of prescription opioid analogies, wholesalers enforce supply ratios that would prohibit unexpected increases in pharmacy orders of controlled substances. Hence, if a community has newly X-waivered providers that are able to substantially increase BUP treatment access, it is possible that the local pharmacies could see their BUP orders restricted by wholesalers. Policymakers may want to consider recommending that wholesalers exclude BUP when calculating these ratios.

Participants who reported pharmacy-related issues filling their BUP prescription had to go without their medication for an average of 5 days. Participants reported pharmacy-related problems associated with their insurance, including prior authorizations and “refill too soon” rejections. Prior authorizations for BUP delay treatment for acute withdrawal symptoms and cravings while placing considerable burden on providers (Beetham, 2019). Although laws vary in terms of when a controlled medication can be refilled, insurance companies may impose stricter guidelines. These limits require patients to make multiple trips to a pharmacy, which are confined in rural areas due to lack of transportation and significant travel time (Chan et al., 2006). Insufficient or unavailable stock of BUP is another largely uncontrollable issue at pharmacies, with some pharmacies choosing not to stock BUP. This can be harmful to patient care because BUP is a maintenance medication and is most effective when used regularly, therefore, the inability to get BUP may trigger a relapse (Ronquest et al., 2018). Since BUP is classified as a controlled substance, pharmacies may be less likely to partially fill the prescription, which may force patients to go without BUP. To remedy this, pharmacies may provide minimum days’ supply of BUP until they receive the remaining quantity or dispense the remainder of their stock. Patients who had to go to the pharmacy weekly for BUP prescriptions were 3.4 times more likely to engage in illicit BUP use. Since those receiving weekly BUP prescriptions are likely to be patients who recently initiated treatment, illicit BUP use may occur more frequently in the early stages of recovery. This issue may also be attributed to strict enforcement of early medication refills that can vary based on state laws and insurance policies. Additionally, it is unclear whether insufficient pharmacy supplies of BUP reported by participants were accurate. Prior studies have found that some pharmacists may falsely inform patients and prescribers that they did not stock BUP to avoid filling prescriptions that they believed to be suspicious (Textor et al., 2022).

An approach to alleviate pharmacy-related barriers is to provide BUP at office visits instead of pharmacies, which has shown to increase treatment retention rates, improve health outcomes, and increase patient satisfaction (Khan et al., 2021; Kolb and Reuth, 2021). Pharmacies integrated into office-based opioid treatment (OBOT) programs allow patients to receive BUP and naloxone from pharmacists trained in OUD care during clinic visits. This clinical workflow can overcome the inconvenience, long waiting times, and transportation challenges, hence providing opportunities for patients to receive optimal care. Low-threshold BUP treatment could also address patient-reported barriers by offering same-day treatment, harm reduction approaches, flexible program requirements, and availability in non-traditional settings (Jakubowski and Fox, 2020). Consistent with previous studies of community pharma-
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